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THE YEAR OF THE MAN
GQ and Calvin Klein Fragrances are pleased to introduce the winners of THE YEAR OF THE MAN.
A f te r e m b a r k i n g o n a f i r s t- e v e r n a ti o nw i d e s e a rc h , G Q a n d Calvin Klein Fragrances
have found the five men who can best be described as—sexy, stylish, sophisticated, socially
aware, and smart. Meet the men who define what it means to be a MAN.

1 . Ku ir J i bo l
Having escaped
unimaginable conditions
in the war-torn Southern
Sudan at a young age,
this 25‑year-old from
Chicago is now helping
others in need as a
social worker. After a
remarkable, harrowing
journey he finally calls
the U.S. his home.

4.

2. Joshua Tuthill
A hometown hero doing
extraordinary things, this
28, year-old U.S. Marine
from Norfolk, Virginia, is
the definition of the All
American man. Having
undergone rigorous
training with the Marine
Corp, he is now overseas
serving his country.

1.

5.

3 . To m Lo n g
This 24‑year-old wind
energy developer from
Boulder, Colorado, is
working to forge the
concept that “green
is sexy.” A mountain
climber and backcountry
skier, he is passionate
about his work with
the environment.

4. Joseph Collins

3.

This Harley‑Davidson‑riding
38, year-old father of
two is both a committed
husband and a committed
attorney. Living in
Chicago and balancing
success with family time,
he knows the importance
of letting loose when
office hours are over.

5 . J eff M o n ro e
A man who lives with
passion in everything he
does, this 34‑year-old
personal trainer from
Henderson, Nevada,
is also making his
mark as a motivational
speaker. Inspired by selfimprovement, he wants
his impact on the world to
be a positive one.

2.

Iconic. Masculine . Sexy.
Calvin Klein MAN, a new fragrance, epitomizes Calvin Klein’s cutting‑edge
minimalism and sexy style. The essence of the modern man is captured in a
blend of crisp freshness, exotic spices, and rich woods.
Available at fine department stores.

